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Relativistic Channeling of a Picosecond Laser Pulse in a Near-Critical Preformed Plasm
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Relativistic self-channeling of a picosecond laser pulse in a preformed plasma near critical density
has been observed both experimentally and in 3D particle-in-cell simulations. Optical probing
measurements indicate the formation of a single pulsating propagation channel, typically of about 5mm
in diameter. The computational results reveal the importance in the channel formation of relativistic
electrons traveling with the light pulse and of the corresponding self-generated magnetic field.
[S0031-9007(97)02324-7]

PACS numbers: 52.40.Nk, 52.60.+h, 52.65.Rr, 52.70.Kz
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The study of the interaction of intense laser pulses w
plasmas is relevant for a number of applications, s
as particle acceleration by plasma waves [1] and the
ignitor scheme [2] for inertial confinement fusion. The
applications require the pulse to propagate over sev
Rayleigh lengths without considerable energy loss.
has been shown that the propagation of high inten
pulses through initially neutral gases can be affected
ionization induced defocusing [3]. The use of preform
plasma channels [4] appears to be an effective way to o
come this limitation. For sufficiently powerful, spatial
uniform laser pulses, self-guiding of the pulse due to re
tivistic effects is also possible [5]. Channeled propagat
at relativistic intensities through initially neutral gases h
been already observed in various experiments [6,7].
propagation through preionized plasmas of near crit
density, particularly relevant for fast ignitor application
has been studied in the past using 100 ps pulses at ir
ances below1016 Wycm2 [8]. An experimental study o
propagation at relativistic intensities in such plasmas, a
presenting experimental observations of relativis
channeling, is presently in print [9]. Recently, thre
dimensional particle-in-cell (3D PIC) simulations ha
been reported for laser pulse propagation in near-crit
underdense plasmas far above the threshold for r
tivistic filamentation [10]. The key feature predicted
these simulations is the formation of a narrow, sin
propagation channel, containing a significant part of
laser energy. The simulations reveal the importance
relativistic electrons traveling with the light pulse a
generating multimegagauss magnetic fields that stro
influence light propagation.

This Letter presents experimental and computatio
evidence of a single channel formation in the case o
picosecond laser pulse propagating in a preformed, f
ionized near-critical plasma with a density gradient in
laser direction. Channeling of the pulse was obser
in interferometric images and through intense, localiz
0031-9007y97y78(5)y879(4)$10.00
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plasma emission. Spectrally resolved measurements
the backscattered radiation were consistent with chann
ing of the laser pulse. The experiment was modeled w
a 3D PIC code, and very good agreement between the
perimental results and the simulations was observed.

The experiment was performed at the Rutherford A
pleton Laboratory using the Vulcan Nd:glass laser
the chirped pulse amplification (CPA) mode. The e
perimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The targ
were plastic (CH or Formvar) films with a thickness be
tween 100 and 500 nm. The plasma was performed
a 400 ps pulse, frequency doubled in a KDP crystal
l  0.527 mm, which was focused onto target, in a sp
between 200 and 300mm in diameter, at an irradiance
below 1013 Wycm2. A 1.054mm CPA interaction pulse
1 ps in duration was focused into the preformed plasm
Both the heating and the interaction pulse were focus
onto target by the sameFy4.5 off-axis parabola (OAP).
The green heating beam was injected into the short pu
beam line through the back of the last turning mirror befo
the OAP. A small divergence was imposed on the he
ing beam before the interaction chamber by a telesco
in order to obtain a larger focal spot. The focusability o

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental arrangement.
© 1997 The American Physical Society 879
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the CPA beam was investigated in a separate experime
measuring the laser energy transmitted through pinho
of different diameters [11]. The beam was found to b
about 3.5 times diffraction limited. This resulted, with the
Fy4.5 focusing optics, in a 12–15mm full width at half
maximum (FWHM) focal spot. With an average interac
tion power of 10 TW, an incident irradiance between 5 an
9 3 1018 Wycm2 was obtained. The delay between hea
ing and interaction pulses was varied, allowing interactio
with the plasma at different stages of its evolution.

The plasma was diagnosed with a temporally in
dependent probe pulse which was split off from th
uncompressed interaction beam. The probe beam w
compressed by a pair of gratings and frequency doubl
in a KDP crystal resulting in a probe wavelength o
0.527mm and a pulse duration of a few picoseconds
The spatial resolution determined by the optical syste
was around 2–3mm. Time-resolved density maps of
the preformed plasma were obtained with a Nomars
modified interferometer [12]. The preformed plasm
density characterization was limited to electron densitie
lower than1 3 1020ycm3, due to refraction of the probe
beam off the steep density gradients present in the inn
part of the plasma. Calculated results, obtained wi
the 1D hydrodynamic codeMEDUSA [13], were used
in the analysis for the plasma regions not accessib
experimentally. Time-resolved Schlieren photograph
with a sensitivity of 5 mrad was used to image the densi
gradient distribution in the plasma. The light collecte
onto the detector was spectrally filtered around the pro
wavelength, i.e., the second harmonic of the interactio
pulse wavelength. Consequently, the time-integrate
second harmonic emission from the plasma was al
imaged onto the film, and was superimposed on th
Schlieren pictures. Spectra of the backscattered rad
tion were collected with an optical grating spectrome
ter, using a 1200 linesymm grating (linear dispersion
15 Åymm).

Self-channeling of the CPA pulse appeared to be
typical feature of the interaction in the investigated ex
perimental conditions and was detected via optical pro
measurements. The Schlieren image of Fig. 2 refers to t
interaction of a 10 TW pulse with the preformed plasma
The measured density profile is also shown (1D simul
tions predict that the plasma is fully ionized, with a pea
density of about5 3 1020ycm3). The most striking fea-
ture in the picture is the narrow optical emission filamen
clearly visible in the center of the plasma. The channe
like emission is time integrated and is due to second ha
monic (2v) light emitted during the interaction, produced
via nonlinear processes in correspondence with the lar
density and intensity gradients present inside the chan
[14]. It can therefore be interpreted as a signature of th
spatial extent of the interaction beam in the plasma.
Fig. 2 the second harmonic emission is superimposed
the Schlieren image, which is time resolved and depicts t
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FIG. 2. Time-resolved Schlieren image taken 30 ps after t
interaction of a 1 ps, 1.054mm pulse at an irradiance between 5
and9 3 1018 Wycm2 with the preformed plasma. The narrow
channel feature visible in the center of the plasma is tim
integrated and is due to second harmonic emitted during
interaction. The density profile of the preformed plasma alo
the laser axis is shown.z is the distance from the original
target position.

density gradient distribution in the plasma 30 ps after t
interaction.

The features of the channel structure are more clea
visible in Fig. 3, where the self-emission of Fig. 2 ha
been isolated. The diameter of the channel is abo
5 mm and its length about 130mm. Closer observation
reveals that the channel changes in size periodically o
distances of 15–20mm with the transverse dimension
varying within a few microns. Similar features hav
been observed near the relativistic self-focusing thresh
[6]. From comparison with the preformed plasma profil
it can be seen that the laser pulse focuses down
5 mm in size at a density of around 0.05 times th
critical densitync snc , 1 3 1021y cm3 for l  1 mmd.
It should also be noted that the laser power was abo
25 times the threshold power for relativistic self-focusin
Pth  17v2yv2

p ø 0.4 TW at this density.
Evidence of channeling was also obtained from inte

ferometric measurements. The interferogram of Fig.
was taken at about 5 ps after the interaction (the p
formed plasma density profile is also shown). A fron
(due to the shock wave expanding in the preforme
plasma) produced by the short pulse while focusing dow
into the channel is clearly visible. The laser pulse a
pears to be focused with anFy4.5 cone up to a back-
ground density of approximately 0.07nc at a distance of
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FIG. 3. Self-emission sl  0.527 mmd channel of Fig. 2
showing oscillations in transverse size.

about 200mm from the original target position. Beyond
that density, it self-focuses into the channel. At the tim
the interferogram was taken, the density channel form
by the short pulse had already expanded to a size of ab
25 mm in diameter. Abel inversion of the density pro
file suggests that the density depression inside the chan
was about 0.4 times the background density. In interfer
grams obtained at earlier times, the density depress
could not be measured, since the phase variation was
low the resolution of the interferometer.

The experiment has been simulated with the 3D P
code VLPL (Virtual Laser Plasma Laboratory), recent
developed for massive parallel processing (MPP).
extends the single-processor code LPlas3D [10] a
was run on 32 processors of the CRAY-T3D at th
Rechenzentrum Garching. The simulation results a
presented in Figs. 5 and 6. The density profile an
beam parameters of the experimental case of Fig. 2 w
used. The code follows the dynamics of about2 3 107

electrons and7 3 106 ions on a800 3 100 3 100 spatial
mesh. This corresponds to 3 electrons and 1 ion per c
The longitudinal density gradient is modeled by usin
particles with different weights, but the same charg
to-mass ratio [15] such that, initially, each cell in th
plasma region contains the same number of particl

FIG. 4. Interferogram taken 5 ps after the interaction o
the short pulse, at similar irradiance as in Fig. 2, with th
preformed plasma (the density of the preformed plasma alo
the laser axis is also shown).
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The simulation box is shown in Fig. 5(a). The lase
pulse sl  1.054 mmd, polarized in theZ direction, is
incident from the right with an incident irradiance of
I0  8 3 1018 Wycm2 and a 12l (FWHM) transverse
Gaussian profile, giving a power of 10 TW. The intensit
distribution kIl is shown in Fig. 5(a) for a time close
to the peak of the pulse. After an initial unstable
phase, the incident beam self-focuses into a narrow sing
channel at a density of about0.07nc. This process has
been described in [10]. Here we show the first 3D-PI
results of channel formation for a laser propagating u
a density gradient. The channel width pulsates as t
pulse defocuses and refocuses with a characteristic per
of 15–30l. The maximum intensitykImaxl plotted in
Fig. 5(b) varies accordingly with peaks up to10I0. These
results closely reproduce the experimental observation
The channel of Fig. 5 is further analyzed in Fig. 6 b
plotting the electron density for aY-Z cross section atX 
80l and also as a line profile, normalized to the critica
densitync. One observes that electrons are expelled fro
the channel region and form a radially outgoing shoc
The central density is about half of the ambient densi
with a peak on the axis due to magnetic pinching [10].

An important feature governing the channel dynamic
are currents of relativistic electrons traveling with th
light beam and generating quasistationary magnetic fiel
[10]. The simulation predicts 1–30 MeV electrons an
magnetic fields rising from a few MG at the entranc
up to 120 MG in the dense plasma region. In th
snapshot of Fig. 5(a), the leading edge of the beam
seen to bend. Actually, this bending changes directio

FIG. 5. Results of 3D PIC simulations based on the densi
profile of Fig. 2: (a) a perspective snapshot of the self-focusin
pulse after 150 laser cycles (i.e., about 0.5 ps); the plott
surface corresponds to 67% of the cycle-averaged maximu
intensity kImaxl. X is the distance from the original target
position. (b) maximum intensitykImaxl along the channel in
units of the incident intensityI0.
881
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FIG. 6. Electron density in units of the critical densitync for
Y-Z plane atX  80l, after 150 laser cycles: (a) 2D plot using
linear grey scale; (b) cut through center inY direction: neync
(solid line),nkg21lync (dashed line).

in time and, as the front moves further to the left, th
channel behind it straightens out. This is attributed
the stabilization effect of the fast electrons in the forwa
direction. These relativistic electrons modify the index
refraction nr in the neighborhood of the channel. Thi
can be seen in Fig. 6, where the quantitynkg21lync 
1 2 n2

r is plotted as a dashed line (the factorkg21l,
locally averaged, accounts for the mass increase).
“relativistic valley” has formed, about 20l wide. At its
center, a deeper density depression is produced by b
electron expulsion and relativistic effects, and most
the light is guided into it.

Time-integrated spectra of the backscattered seco
harmonic radiation were also collected. The main featu
observed was a redshifted broadening of the 2v spectra,
typically up to 40–50 nm. The broadening of the 2v

spectra can be explained as a self-phase-modula
(SPM) effect in the context of the channeling assumpti
discussed above [16]. During the channel formation, t
pulse travels through a medium in which the refractiv
index is rapidly varying. As a consequence, its pha
is modulated. Since the derivative of the refractiv
index stays positive during the pulse propagation, t
broadening is on the red side of the spectrum. T
order of magnitude of the broadening expected,Dlyl,
can be estimated supposing that the pulse propaga
during the channel formation, in an initially uniform
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plasma,Dlyl ø LDnrysctd, where L is the length of
the channel,Dnr the maximum variation of refractive
index, c the speed of light, andt the cavitation time.
Using parameters close to the experimental ones, such
L  130 mm, t  0.5 ps, Dnr  0.07 [as in Fig. 6(b)],
and l  0.5 mm, one obtainsDl ø 30 nm, which is of
the same order of magnitude of the measured broadenin

In conclusion, the formation of a single channel durin
the propagation of a picosecond pulse through preform
plasma has been observed far above threshold for relati
tic filamentation, both experimentally and in computation
simulations. The channeling was detected through opti
probing measurements. Spectra of the second harmo
emission were also consistent with the channeling scena
Simulations, performed with the 3D PIC code VLPL an
based on experimental plasma conditions, closely rep
duced the observed phenomena. The simulations revea
that relativistic electrons traveling with the light pulse an
self-generated multimegagauss magnetic fields play a f
damental role in the channel formation.
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